SUMMARY

MEDALS BY THE ACADEMY PAINTER DALIBOR PARAČ

The academy painter Dalibor Parač (Solin, 23 June 1921 – Zagreb, 13 February 2009), professor at (1961-1986) and dean of (1971-1974) the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb, besides leaving behind him many fine paintings, also left a large number of medals which he made from his retirement in 1986 to 2003. There are 218 designs for medals in the legacy of Dalibor Parač, which is cared for by the artist’s son Zoran Parač. These include 60 portrait medals cast in bronze, mostly two-sided, their plaster models and negatives of the obverses and reserves. Some of the medals were made in several variants or casts. Most of them are signed, and a few also have dating.